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ABSTRACT

This brief essay aims to delineate the notion of subnational 

constitutionalism, providing a tentative of description thereof and 

(%$!& -!.!82:%"(&%"& :2(& -!*!1)"8!6&B%-& 2C:(&3,-3%(!?& !)8C& 8%$3%"!"2&

of this formula is investigated separately. Some of the features of 

subnational constitutionalism are then discussed at length, in order to 

put forward a particular notion of this concept.

Keywords: Subnational constitutionalism. Sovereignty. Decentralisation. 

Autonomy.

INTRODUCTION

DC:(& 3)3!-& ;-:!.E& !/3*):"(& FC)2& (,;")2:%")*& 8%"(2:2,2:%")*:($&

stands for. To achieve this purpose, it searches the etymological roots 

of the words constitutionalism and subnational and adds some general 

insights based on constitutional theory, without purporting to provide 

a deep and conclusive analysis of all the issues that might arise from 

either of these terms (constitution, constitutional, constitutionalism; 

nation, national, and nationalism). For a start, in Section 2 this paper 

(3!8:@!(&FC:8C&$!)":"+&% &2C!&"%2:%"&% &8%"(2:2,2:%")*:($&:2&)'%32(6&

After, in Section 3, it will give an account of the subnational attribute, 

before turning in Section 4 to the description of certain complementary 

characteristics of this compound concept. The conclusion, in Section 5, 

will present the result of this conceptual inquiry.

THE NOTION OF CONSTITUCIONALISM

The word constitutionalism derives from constitutional, which has 

its roots in the Latin term constitutio (meaning “enactment”); the plural 

form constitutiones means “[…] a collection of laws”.1 The essential 

"%2:%"&% &8%"(2:2,2:%")*:($&F)(&@-(2&'!1!*%3!'&;E&$!"&% &2C!&*:"!)+!&

% & G%8-)2!(?& H*)2%& )"'&I-:(2%2*!J& (:"8!& 2C!"?&$,8C&F)2!-& C)(& .%F!'&

,"'!-&2C!&;-:'+!6&H)-2&% &2C:(&.%F:"+&F)2!-&C)(&;!!"&8%**!82!'&2C-%,+C&
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the years and was used to form the meaning of constitutionalism that is 

8,--!"2*E&!$3*%E!'&KF:2C&(%$!&(!$)"2:8&.,82,)2:%"L&;E&$)"E&3!%3*!6&

In its essence, the word indicates limitation of power and supremacy of 

law2. It consists of a doctrine concerned with the frame of government, 

the distribution of powers and a system of checks and balances, and 

rights protection. 

M!+)-'*!((&% &1)-:%,(&2!"2)2:1!&'!@":2:%"(&FC:8C&$)E&':  !-& -%$&

one another, the core elements of the constitutional element seem to be 

non-controversial: limitation of power and supremacy of law. Or, to 

use a very popular and disseminated term, rule of law. 

N%-!& (3!8:@8)**E?& constitutionalism does not necessarily assume 

2C!&!/:(2!"8!&% &F-:22!"&"%-$(&%-&)&8%':@!'&7%"(2:2,2:%"?&;,2&-)2C!-&

the legitimacy of the exercise of powers by the authorities, the 

voluntary commitment of all citizens to the established (or yet to 

be established) system, and a well-structured frame of government. 

Conversely, the existence of a Constitution does not imply the idea of 

constitutionalism either: it is possible both to have constitutionalism 

without a Constitution, and a Constitution without constitutionalism.3 

Thus, the very idea of constitutionalism is premised on the respect of the 

-,*!&% &*)F?&OPQR&:"&FC:8C&2C!&+%1!-"$!"2?&C%F!1!-&:2&:(&8%"@+,-!'?&

-!.!82(&2C!&;)(:8&1)*,!(&)"'&)(3:-)2:%"(&% &2C!&8%$$,":2ES64

Unfortunately, this concept is not universal, and historically it never 

was. There were (and still are) countries in which constitutionalism is a 

mere formula to which any content can be attached, which means very 

little in and of itself. This leads to a situation where the Constitution 

(either written or of consuetudinary nature) theoretically exists, but is 

not practiced. In another situation, contrary to the tradition of secular 

constitutionalism, the version of constitutionalism based on religious 

affairs appears problematic. However, it sometimes represents a 

solution rather than a problem, in societies with certain traits. 

Notwithstanding the huge variety of meanings that are attached 

to the concept, we adopt here a generic understanding on the word 

constitutionalism: the structure of governmental authority, the limitation 

of power, the protection of rights. This generic understanding, in turn, 

will help to provide an introductive appraisal of the term subnational 

constitutionalism.
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THE DEFINITION OF SUBNATIONAL

If conceptualising constitutionalism is such a complicated task, 

the same task with the subnational concept does not prove much 

!)(:!-6& DC!& 3-!@/& sub- presents no issues, as it generally means 

under or below. The trouble arises when it is connected with another 

word, especially if this latter has an evanescent meaning. Again, we 

will employ a generic meaning that makes it easier to advance in 

the understanding of the concept.

As stated above, sub- generally means under or below, conveying 

the idea of an inferior position, or an element set below an imaginary 

or real line. However, its meaning can vary according with the word 

:2& :(& 8%""!82!'& F:2C6& I& @-(2& ': @8,*2E& )-:(!(T& subnational can mean 

something that is under or below what is “national,” but it can also 

mean something completely different.

The solution, obviously, lies in the chosen meaning of national. 

This word is derived from natio, whose meaning is controversial as 

well. The Latin word natio comes from the verb nascor (natus, nasci): to 

be born6&DC:(&:(&8!-2):"*E&!"*:+C2!":"+?&)*2C%,+C&:2&:(&"%2&(, @8:!"2T&2%&

be born in a certain place does not necessarily mean one belongs to it. 

The birthplace sometimes cannot confer nationality to a person. The 

same goes with people born in a nation that was extinct, or divided: 

this cannot retroactively affect their birth. Thus, to be born does not 

mean belonging to a nation, or being a national citizen. The concept 

of nation (and of national) has diverged from its etymon, and must be 

looked at somewhere else. This meaning cannot date back too much; 

as posited by Renan, “[…] it was in fact the Germanic invasions which 

introduced into the world the principle which, later, was to serve as a 

basis for the existence of nationalities” (RENAN, 1882)5,7.

Some elements are historically related to the concept of nation, 

including race, territory, language, culture, and others. However, none 

of them can be considered decisive. Some of these elements and others 

)-!&)2&*!)(2&)(&': @8,*2&2%&8%"8!32,)*:(!&)(&2C!&F%-'&nation. The concept 

of race, for example, has plenty of meanings: biological, religious, 

sociological. Culture is generally used to encompass customs, but even 

this meaning is not exhaustive, because in a given nation different 
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communities may have different customs. Territory and language8 seem 

to be the characteristics (among the four listed) that can be considered 

relatively more suitable to identify a generic concept for the concept of 

nation or national. Even though some questions might still emerge from 

their use, they are more suitable than the other two, and for the sake of 

2C:(&(C%-2&!(()E?&2C!&2!--:2%-:)*&!*!$!"2&F:**&(, @8!6&U"&2!-$(&% &2!--:2%-E&

$)"E&8-:2!-:)&8%$!&:"2%&3*)E?&;,2&2C!&$%(2&)88,-)2!&'!@":2:%"&3%((:;*!&

is the political one. Accordingly, a nation is a country located within 

2C!&3-!5'!@"!'&3%*:2:8)*&;%,"')-:!(6

Typically, people born inside these boundaries are nationals of 

this nation, but this assumption is not necessarily exact. Fortunately, 

this interesting aspect does not need to be faced here, because the 

word national in subnational does not directly refer to the concept of 

citizenship or nationality. It is rather connected with the political 

element, and points to entities that are smaller than the nation (and not 

under or below it), such as regions, provinces, municipalities, member 

states of a federation, or cantons. Subsequently, they can be grouped 

according to their language or customs, although the political criterion 

:(&8!-2):"*E&$%-!&)32&2%&!$;)-V&%"&2C:(&'!@":"+&1!"2,-!6

SOME CHARACTERISTICS TO COMPLETE THE IDEA 

OF THE CONCEPT

A preliminary understanding of the term subnational 

constitutionalism is that it is a doctrine concerned with the form 

of government, the limitation of power, and the protection of 

rights at the smaller-than-national level. To put it more concisely, 

subnational constitutionalism is “[…] the application of the principles of 

constitutionalism at the subnational level”.9

However, a concept of subnational constitutionalism (even a 

preliminary one) will not be complete without adding some remarks 

about its main legal characteristics. Some of these elements (those 

considered essential) will be shortly described below, in an attempt to 

further elucidate the concept.
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SOVEREIGNTY

One characteristic that the subnational entities usually do not 

possess is the sovereignty, which is notoriously a very complex term 

2%&8%"8!32,)*:(!6&U"&+!"!-)*?&2F%&'!@":2:%"(&)-!&% 2!"&,(!'T&ODC!&@-(2&

'!@":2:%"&)33*:!(&2%&(,3-!$!&3,;*:8&3%F!-?&FC:8C&C)(&2C!&-:+C2&)"'?&

in theory, the capacity to impose its authority in the last instance. 

DC!&(!8%"'&'!@":2:%"&-! !-(&2%&2C!&C%*'!-&% &*!+:2:$)2!&3%F!-?&FC%&:(&

recognized to have authority”.10&7%$$%"*E?&2C!&@-(2&% &2C!(!&"%2:%"(&

refers to the international independence of a nation with respect to 

others (external sovereignty). There is a reciprocal acknowledgement 

of autonomy in the international community, though this does not 

account for the differences between sovereignty and autonomy. 

U"&2,-"?&2C!&(!8%"'&'!@":2:%"&8)"&)33*E&2%&'%$!(2:8& -)$!F%-V(?&

)"'& 2%& 2C!& *:$:2(& 2C)2&'!@"!& 2C!& *!+:2:$)8E&% &!/!-8:(:"+& K'!*!+)2!'L&

powers by those in authority. When the State is a federation, the 

concept of sovereignty also pertains to central power, representing the 

")2:%"&1:(5W51:(&:2(&(,;")2:%")*&,":2(6&DC:(&(!8%"'&'!@":2:%"?&:"'!!'?&:(&

based on the element of popular sovereignty.

In light of the above, it is prima facie clear why sovereignty 

cannot be a prerogative of the subnational units. Both entities that are 

sovereign and not sovereign may practice autonomy, but autonomy 

does not correspond to sovereignty.11 Subnational entities have no 

sovereignty except that proportion of popular sovereignty held by 

those living within the boundaries of a subnational unit. Thus, when 

one talks about “subnational sovereignty” the exact reference is to the 

sovereignty of the people, rather than of the subnational entity in and 

of itself. In other words, the people are the owners of sovereignty, since 

subnational units have no sovereignty, only autonomy.12

The existence of a strong union among subnational units, as in 

federations, is generally facilitated when there is an abdication of the 

sovereignty of each subnational entity to a central (national) power 

FC:8C&F:**&!/!-8:(!&3%F!-&2%&2C!:-&;!"!@26&U"&!/8C)"+!?&2C!&(,;")2:%")*&

units receive through the decentralisation process the element of 

autonomy.
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DECENTRALISATION

Before explaining the characteristic of autonomy, the process of 

the decentralisation of power is worth explaining. It typically occurs 

within federal States’ regimes,13 when it is not possible for the central 

government alone to perform all its necessary tasks. 

Among the various examples at hand, a very elucidative one is 

the distribution of competences necessary for the provision of public 

services, or the possibility for subnational entities to manage certain 

public goods in accordance with their prevailing interests. For instance, 

in a federation comprised of three classes of local entities, the division 

in terms of interests could follow this model: the federal union (which 

represents the State internationally and which is considered the central 

entity) is (also) responsible for its national interests. The member 

states are responsible for regional interests, and the municipalities or 

provinces, for local ones. This thesis can be better understood with a 

simple example: when public transport is run at the municipal level, 

the interest is local; when it is developed between two municipalities 

(typically, still within a member state or region), the interest is regional; 

when it is developed between two member states or regions, in turn, 

the interest is national.

The decentralisation movement is a very interesting factor of 

reinforcement for subnational entities. The transfer of resources, 

responsibilities and authority are not only putting subnational 

governments at the forefront of politics,14 but also increasing their 

independence and autonomy, “introducing a new emancipation 

language of democracy, pluralism and rights”.15 

Scholars are now more interested in this phenomenon than they 

F!-!& :"& 2C!& $:'5XYZ[(& FC!"& :2& @-(2& 2%%V& 3*)8!& (E(2!$)2:8)**E?& )"'&

2C!E& C)1!& 8!-2):"*E& ;!"!@2!'&  -%$& 2C!& !/)$3*!& 8%$:"+&  -%$& 2C!&

integration process of Europe. Indeed, the European Union represents 

an archetypical model displaying the centralising tension to which 

localisation represents a counterweight. 

European integration has some points in common with the process 

of federalisation that occurred at the end of the Eighteenth Century 

in North America. After productive discussions between federalists 
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and anti-federalists16 the federal model was chosen, in which the states 

maintained most of their powers and competences, only giving to the 

central government what was necessary to maintain national cohesion 

and protection. Although the EU process is not being called by the same 

name, it truly resembles a federalisation process, whereby each country 

transforms into a subnational entity. Despite its undeniable peculiarities it 

is possible to glimpse a European nation, under certain aspects. 

AUTONOMY

The dichotomy between centralisation and decentralisation 

emphasises one important characteristic of subnational entities: 

autonomy. Decentralization usually aims to ameliorate the 

management of a nation or a union of local autonomies, by assigning 

certain tasks and the provision of certain services to peripheral 

!"2:2:!(&FC!"&2C!E&)-!&*:V!*E&2%&'%&(%&$%-!&! @8:!"8E&2C)"&2C!&8!"2-)*&

government. Conversely, when subnational units are not equipped to 

discharge certain duties, those duties are assigned to the central power 

(centralisation). The existence of subnational entities presumes the 

functioning of both processes. 

Autonomy comes from the Greek word autonomía (autos + nomos), 

meaning self-government, or something echoing independence. 

I,2%"%$E&8)"&;!&'!@"!'&)(&)&3%F!-&)F)-'!'&2%&)"&!"2:2E&F:2C&"%&

sovereignty for enacting legal norms which are similar to the ones 

enacted by the sovereign entity.17 However, the norms passed by 

autonomous powers cannot prevail over the law of a sovereign 

),2C%-:2E?&:"&8)(!&% &8%".:826&I,2%"%$%,(&!"2:2:!(&!"\%E&),2C%-:2E&%"*E&

within their boundaries, as do the norms enacted by them. Thus, an 

entity has autonomy when it has control over its own affairs. According 

to the level of certain subnational entities, the scope of this control may 

vary. Usually there are three kinds of autonomy that can be held by 

(,;")2:%")*&!"2:2:!(T&!/!8,2:1!?&*!+:(*)2:1!?&)"'&@")"8:)*]@(8)*6&

The existence of an institutional frame of government with 

proper legislative and executive bodies is a minimum structure for the 

administration of subnational entities. However, the mere existence of 
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)&+%1!-"$!"2)*&(2-,82,-!&:(&:"(, @8:!"2& %-&2C!&8%$3*!2!&),2%"%$E&% &)&

(,;")2:%")*&!"2:2E6&B:(8)*&%-&@")"8:)*&),2%"%$E&:(&)*(%&:$3%-2)"2?&F:2C&

the power to collect taxes, to manage the entity’s budget and to fund 

its policies. As mentioned above, some entities also possess judiciary 

autonomy, so they can exercise jurisdiction and enforce their own laws 

without referring to a subnational or national entity at a higher level.

Generally, subnational entities’ autonomy is ensured by 

constitutional provisions in the federal fundamental law codes.18 

These constitutional protection clauses can have two forms. First, 

the federal constitution may establish only national powers and limit 

their extent through a provision establishing that the powers the 

constitution does not attribute to the national (central) entity, or that 

are not therein prohibited, are reserved for its subnational entities.19 

In a second scenario, the federal constitution may list all powers, 

enumerating those exercised only by the national entity, along with 

those that must be exercised by subnational entities. The difference 

;!2F!!"& 2C!(!& 2F%& $!2C%'(& :(& 2C)2& :"& 2C!& @-(2?& (,;")2:%")*& !"2:2:!(&

(probably once nations) confer powers to the national entity, whereas 

in the second the subnational entities (which were probably never 

nations) receive powers from the national entity. In both situations, 

autonomy is a characteristic that determines, to a certain extent, the 

self-determination of an entity.20

CONCLUSION

In light of the discussion above, we can say that subnational 

constitutionalism is a doctrine concerned with the form of government, 

the limitation of power, and the protection of rights relating to the 

different entities which comprise the nation (or the State). Subnational 

!"2:2:!(&2E3:8)**E&;!"!@2& -%$&2C!&-!(,*2(&% &(%$!&'!8!"2-)*:(:"+&3-%8!((?&

although they have neither sovereignty nor complete independence. 

Stemming from a decentralisation process, subnational entities 

gain the possibility of establishing institutions of self-government, 

% & C)1:"+& 2C!:-& %F"& 3,;*:8& @")"8!& )"'& 3,;*:8& (!-1)"2(?& )"'& % &

implementing their own public policies to achieve, theoretically, the 
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best interests of their citizens. In this sense, the existence of subnational 

entities brings to the nation (or State) an improvement in government 

! @8:!"8E?&(2)2!&%-+)":()2:%"?&':(2-:;,2:%"&)"'&!/!-8:(!&% &3%F!-?&)"'&

effective protection of rights.
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